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            Inflight Entertainment and Internet
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                              Step 1:

                              Activate airplane mode with WiFi turned on.
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                              Step 2:

                              Choose "SouthwestWiFi" from the network list.
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                              Step 3:

                            Follow the prompt or visit www.southwestwifi.com in your browser.

                        
 
                    

                      
                          
                                
                          

                          
                              Having trouble?

                            Check out our FAQs.

                        

                    

                

         
 
      
 
    
 
  
 
 


    
            
              
                 Free Entertainment1Where available. Available only on WiFi-enabled aircraft. Limited-time offer.

              We've got something for everyone. With a wide variety of new releases and long-time Customer favorites, all movies are viewable right in your browser - no downloads or sign-ups required!
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           Anyone But You

            
                1hr 43min
                
                English
                
                
                
                
                Comedy, Drama, Romance
            
 
           In the edgy comedy Anyone But You, Bea (Sydney Sweeney) and Ben (Glen Powell) look like the perfect couple, but after an amazing first date something happens that turns their fiery hot attraction ice cold - until they find themselves unexpectedly thrust together at a destination wedding in Australia. So they do what any two mature adults would do: pretend to be a couple.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Aquaman and the Lost Kingdom

            
                2hr 4min
                
                English
                
                
                
                
                Action, Adventure
            
 
           Having failed to defeat Aquaman the first time, Black Manta, still driven by the need to avenge his father's death, will stop at nothing to take Aquaman down once and for all. This time Black Manta is more formidable than ever before, wielding the power of the mythic Black Trident, which unleashes an ancient and malevolent force. To defeat him, Aquaman will turn to his imprisoned brother Orm, the former King of Atlantis, to forge an unlikely alliance. Together, they must set aside their differences in order to protect their kingdom and save Aquaman's family, and the world, from irreversible destruction.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           David Holmes: The Boy Who Lived

            
                1hr 30min
                
                English
                
                
                
                
                Documentary
            
 
           Gymnast David Holmes played Daniel Radcliffe's stunt double in the Harry Potter films until a tragic on-set accident left him paralyzed. With his life turned upside down, David's extraordinary spirit of resilience becomes a source of strength and inspiration to everyone around him. Featuring intimate interviews with David, Daniel Radcliffe, friends, family, and colleagues, David Holmes: The Boy Who Lived reflects on living with adversity, forging a new identity, and the bonds that bind us together and lift us up.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Migration

            
                1hr 23min
                
                English
                
                
                
                
                Animation, Adventure
            
 
           From the creators of Despicable Me comes an adventurefilled new comedy about overcoming your fears and opening yourself up to the world and its opportunities, filled with Illumination's signature subversive humor, authentic heart and unforgettable characters. The Mallard family embarks on a journey south for the winter to Jamaica via New York City, only for their well-laid plans to go awry, leading to new friends and unknown horizons. Get ready to take a flight on a hilariously funny, feathered family vacation like no other!

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           The Color Purple

            
                2hr 20min
                
                English
                
                
                
                
                Musical, Drama
            
 
           Warner Bros. Pictures invites you to experience The Color Purple. Produced by Oprah Winfrey, Steven Spielberg, Scott Sanders and Quincy Jones, the film is a bold new take on the classic story of love and resilience, adapted from the beloved novel and the Broadway musical.

         
 
       
 

       
         
           
           Wish

            
                1hr 35min
                
                English
                
                
                
                
                Action, Adventure, Animation, Comedy, Family, Fantasy
            
 
           In this animated musical-comedy, Asha, a sharp-witted idealist, makes a powerful wish that's answered by Star, a ball of boundless energy. Soon, Asha and Star must face a formidable foe and prove that one brave human can make wondrous things happen.

         
 
       
 

      
         
           
           The Marvels

            
                2hr 0min
                
                English
                
                
                
                
                Action, Adventure
            
 
           In Marvel Studios' "The Marvels," Carol Danvers aka Captain Marvel (Brie Larson) has reclaimed her identity from the tyrannical Kree and taken revenge on the Supreme Intelligence. But unintended consequences see Carol shouldering the burden of a destabilized universe. When her duties send her to an anomalous wormhole linked to a Kree revolutionary, her powers become entangled with Jersey City super-fan Kamala Khan (Iman Vellani), aka Ms. Marvel, and Carol's estranged niece, now S.A.B.E.R. astronaut Captain Monica Rambeau (Teyonah Parris). Together, this unlikely trio must team up and learn to work in concert to save the universe as "The Marvels." Also starring Samuel L. Jackson, Zawe Ashton and Seo-Jun Park, "The Marvels" is directed by Nia DaCosta from a screenplay by Nia DaCosta and Megan McDonnell and Elissa Karasik. Kevin Feige is the producer. Louis D'Esposito, Victoria Alonso, Mary Livanos, Jonathan Schwartz and Matthew Jenkins serve as executive producers.
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           Toy Story

            
                1hr 21min
                
                English
                
                
                
                Animation, Adventure, Comedy, Family, Fantasy
            
 
           Set in a world where toys have a life of their own when people are not present, Toy Story takes moviegoers on a fantastic fun-filled journey, viewed mostly through the eyes of two rival toys - Woody (Tom Hanks), a pull-string talking cowboy, and Buzz Lightyear (Tim Allen), a superhero space action-figure. The comically-mismatched duo eventually learn to put aside their differences when circumstances separate them from their owner, Andy, and they find themselves on a hilarious adventure-filled mission where the only way they can survive is to form an uneasy alliance.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Abominable

            
                1hr 37min
                
                English
                
                
                
                
                Family, Animation
            
 
           When teenage Yi encounters a young Yeti on the roof of her apartment building, she and her friends, Jin and Peng, name him "Everest" and embark on an epic quest to reunite the magical creature with his family at the highest point on Earth.

         
 
       
 
      
  
         
           
           Charlie and the Chocolate Factory

            
                1hr 55min
                
                English
                
                
                
                Adventure, Comedy, Family, Fantasy
            
 
           Take an unforgettable, uniquely magical journey through director Tim Burton's deliciously delightful, whimsically wonderful world of Charlie And The Chocolate Factory. When eccentric candy man Willy Wonka promises a lifetime supply of sweets and a tour of his chocolate factory to five lucky kids, penniless Charlie Bucket seeks the priceless golden ticket that will make him a winner. Thanks to his Grandpa Joe, Charlie gets the prize of his dreams! But a far more wonderful surprise than Charlie ever imagined awaits him. In a land of chocolate waterfalls, giant lollipops, edible flowers and, of course, Oompa Loompas, it's nonstop, mouth-watering fun in the timeless fantasy Charlie And The Chocolate Factory.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           DC League of Super-Pets

            
                1hr 45min
                
                English
                
                
                
                
                Comedy, Family, Animation
            
 
           When Superman and the Justice League are kidnapped, Krypto must convince a rag-tag shelter pack-Ace the hound, PB the potbellied pig, Merton the turtle and Chip the squirrel-to master their own newfound powers and help him rescue the Super Heroes.

         
 
       
 
      
  
         
           
           Hotel Transylvania

            
                1hr 31min
                
                English
                
                
                
                Animation, Comedy, Family
            
 
           Welcome to Hotel Transylvania, Dracula's lavish five-stake resort, where monsters and their families can live it up, free to be the monsters they are without humans to bother them. On one special weekend, Dracula has invited some of his best friends – Frankenstein and his wife, the Mummy, the Invisible Man, the Werewolf family, and more – to celebrate his beloved daughter Mavis's 118th birthday. For Drac, catering to all of these legendary monsters is no problem – but everything could change for the overprotective dad when one ordinary guy stumbles on the hotel and takes a shine to Mavis.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           How to Train Your Dragon

            
                1hr 38min
                
                English
                
                
                
                
                Family, Animation
            
 
           Hiccup is a young Viking who defies tradition and befriends one of his deadliest foes – a ferocious dragon he calls Toothless. Together, the unlikely heroes fight against the odds to save both their worlds.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Kung Fu Panda

            
                1hr 32min
                
                English
                
                
                
                Family, Action, Animation
            
 
           A clumsy panda bear named Po becomes an unlikely kung fu hero when a treacherous enemy spreads chaos throughout the countryside.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Madagascar

            
                1hr 26min
                
                English
                
                
                
                Animation
            
 
           Move it! Move it! for "Madagascar" from the studio that brought you "Shrek" and "Shark Tale." When four pampered animals from New York's Central Park Zoo accidentally find themselves shipwrecked on the exotic island of Madagascar, they discover it really IS a jungle out there! Ben Stiller, Chris Rock, David Schwimmer and Jada Pinkett Smith headline an all-star cast of hilarious animals, including a quartet of mischievous penguins and legions of lemurs, led by the outrageous King Julien. "Madagascar" is a roaring good family film that you'll go wild for again and again!

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Minions: The Rise of Gru

            
                1hr 27min
                
                English
                
                
                
                
                Animation
            
 
           The mischievous Minions are back for more wacky adventures in “Minions: The Rise of Gru,” which tells the untold story of one 12-year-old's dream to become the world's greatest supervillain. In the heart of the 1970s, Gru is growing up in the suburbs. A fanboy of a supervillain supergroup known as the Vicious 6, Gru hatches a plan to become evil enough to join them. Luckily, he gets some mayhem-making backup from his loyal followers, the Minions. Together, Kevin, Stuart, Bob, and Otto deploy their skills as they and Gru build their first lair, experiment with their first weapons and pull off their first missions. When the Vicious 6 oust their leader, legendary fighter Wild Knuckles (Oscar® winner Alan Arkin), Gru interviews to become their newest member. It doesn't go well and only gets worse after Gru outsmarts them and suddenly finds himself the mortal enemy of the apex of evil. On the run, Gru will turn to an unlikely source for guidance, Wild Knuckles himself, and discover that even bad guys need a little help from their friends.

         
 
       
   
  
  
         
           
           Monsters vs. Aliens

            
                1hr 34min
                
                English
                
                
                
                Family, Animation
            
 
           When California girl Susan Murphy is unwittingly clobbered by a meteor full of outer space gunk on her wedding day, she mysteriously grows to 49-feet-11-inches tall. The military jumps into action and Susan is captured.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Shrek

            
                1hr 30min
                
                English
                
                
                
                
                Comedy, Animation
            
 
           Shrek goes on a quest to rescue the feisty Princess Fiona with the help of his loveable Donkey and win back the deed to his swamp from scheming Lord Farquaad.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Sing

            
                1hr 47min
                
                English
                
                
                
                
                Family, Animation
            
 
           A koala named Buster decides to host a singing competition to attract more customers to his theatre business.

         
 
       
 

          
 
          
 
          
 
    
 
 


    
            
              
              TV Series
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           38 at the Garden

            
                English
                
                
                
                Sports, Documentary
            
 
            From Oscar®-winning producers Travon Free and Samir Hernandez, 38 at the Garden chronicles the extraordinary ascendance of Jeremy Lin during his landmark 2012 season with the New York Knicks. Originally an undrafted Harvard graduate who bounced around the NBA, Lin was crashing on his brother's couch when he scored 38 points against the Lakers, shocking teammates and fans–and defying pervasive stereotypes about Asian Americans. A decade later, Lin's stature as a groundbreaking cultural icon stands in stark relief to the recent hate crimes against the AAPI community. Featuring interviews with Lin, journalists Lisa Ling and Pablo Torre, and comedians Hasan Minhaj, Jenny Yang, and Ronny Chieng, this timely documentary celebrates the global impact of the "Linsanity" craze.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Angel City

            
                English
                
                
                
                Animation, Action, Childrens
            
 
            
         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Selena + Chef

            
                English
                
                
                
                Competition
            
 
            
         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           The Climb

            
                English
                
                
                
                Comedy
            
 
            
         
 
       
 
      
  
         
           
           The White Lotus

            
                English
                
                
                
                Reality
            
 
         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Shaun White: The Last Run

            
                English
                
                
                
                Sports, Documentary
            
 
            
         
 
       
 
      
  
         
           
           Spidey and His Amazing Friends

            
                English
                
                
                
                Animation, Action, Childrens
            
 
            
         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Puppy Bowl

            
                English
                
                
                
                Competition
            
 
            
         
 
       
 
      
  
         
           
           Barbie Dreamhouse Challenge

            
                English
                
                
                
                Reality
            
 
         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Parks and Recreation

            
                English
                
                
                Comedy
            
 
            Stars Amy Poehler as a mid-level bureaucrat who tries to beautify her town--and advance her political career--via the hilariously mundane world of local government.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           A World of Calm

            
                English
                
                
                
                Documentary
            
 
            
         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Marvel's Moon Girl and Devil Dinosaur

            
                English
                
                
                
                Animation, Childrens
            
 
         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Alice's Wonderland Bakery

            
                English
                
                
                
                Food and Drink, Fantasy
            
 
         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Star Wars Rebels

            
                English
                
                
                Childrens, Animation
            
 
            A group of rebels go on a mission to rescue Imperial slaves.

         
 
       
 
      
  
         
           
           Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives

            
                English
                
                
                
                Lifestyle, Reality
            
 
         
 
       
 

          

          
 
          
 
    
 
   
           

    
            
              
                 Live TV3Due to licensing restrictions, on WiFi-enabled international flights, free live TV and iHeartRadio may not be available for the full duration of flight.
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                 Crew's Choice
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           A Star is Born

            
                2hr 15min
                
                English
                
                
                
                
                Drama, Romance
            
 
           Seasoned musician Jackson Maine discovers—and falls in love with—struggling artist Ally. She has just about given up on her dream to make it big as a singer… until Jack coaxes her into the spotlight.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Barbie

            
                1hr 54min
                
                English
                
                
                
                
                Adventure, Comedy, Drama
            
 
           To live in Barbie Land is to be a perfect being in a perfect place. Unless you have a full-on existential crisis. Or you're a Ken.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Black Panther

            
                2hr 15min
                
                English
                
                
                
                
                Action, Adventure, Science Fiction
            
 
           After the death of his father, the king of Wakanda, young T'Challa returns home to the isolated high-tech African nation to succeed to the throne and take his rightful place as king. But when a powerful enemy reappears, T'Challa's mettle as king – and Black Panther – is tested when he's drawn into a formidable conflict that puts the fate of Wakanda and the entire world at risk. Faced with treachery and danger, he must release the full power of Black Panther to defeat his foes and secure the safety of his people and their way of life.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Black Panther: Wakanda Forever

            
                2hr 41min
                
                English
                
                
                
                
                Action, Adventure, Science Fiction
            
 
           In Marvel Studios' "Black Panther: Wakanda Forever," Queen Ramonda (Angela Bassett), Shuri (Letitia Wright), M'Baku (Winston Duke), Okoye (Danai Gurira) and the Dora Milaje (including Florence Kasumba), fight to protect their nation from intervening world powers in the wake of King T'Challa's death. As the Wakandans strive to embrace their next chapter, the heroes must band together with the help of War Dog Nakia (Lupita Nyong'o) and Everett Ross (Martin Freeman) and forge a new path for the kingdom of Wakanda. Introducing Tenoch Huerta as Namor, king of a hidden undersea nation, the film also stars Dominique Thorne, Michaela Coel, Mabel Cadena and Alex Livinalli.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Crazy Rich Asians

            
                2hr 0min
                
                English
                
                
                
                
                Comedy, Romance
            
 
           Native New Yorker Rachel Chu accompanies her boyfriend to his best friend's wedding in Singapore. She is unprepared to learn that he has neglected to mention a few key details about his life.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Elvis

            
                2hr 39min
                
                English
                
                
                
                
                Drama, Biography, Musical
            
 
           Elvis's story is seen through the lens of his complicated relationship with his enigmatic manager, Colonel Tom Parker. As told by Parker, the film delves into the complex dynamic between the two spanning over 20 years.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Girls Trip

            
                2hr 0min
                
                English
                
                
                
                
                Comedy
            
 
           When four friends travel to New Orleans, sisterhoods are rekindled, wild sides are rediscovered, and there's enough dancing, drinking, brawling and romancing to make the Big Easy blush.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Hidden Figures

            
                2hr 7min
                
                English
                
                
                
                Drama, Biography, Historical
            
 
           Uncovers the incredible, untold yet true story of a brilliant group of women who changed the foundations of the country for the better – by aiming for the stars. The film recounts the vital history of an elite team of black female mathematicians at NASA who helped win the all-out space race against America's rivals in the Soviet Union and, at the same time, sent the quest for equal rights and opportunity rocketing forwards.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Mamma Mia!

            
                1hr 48min
                
                English
                
                
                
                Comedy, Romance, Music
            
 
           A hotel owner on an idyllic Greek isle is preparing to host her daughter's wedding. The guests include not only her dearest friends, but also three men from her past whom her daughter secretly invited because she suspects one might be her father!

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Moana

            
                1hr 47min
                
                English
                
                
                
                Family, Adventure, Animation
            
 
           From Walt Disney Animation Studios comes Moana, an epic adventure about a spirited teen who sets sail on a daring mission to prove herself a master wayfinder and fulfill her ancestors' unfinished quest. During her journey, Moana (Auli'i Cravalho) meets the once mighty demigod Maui (Dwayne Johnson), and together they cross the ocean on a fun-filled, action-packed voyage, encountering enormous sea creatures, breathtaking underworlds and impossible odds. Along the way, Moana discovers the one thing she's always sought: her own identity.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Pitch Perfect

            
                1hr 52min
                
                English
                
                
                
                
                Drama, Comedy, Musical
            
 
           Beca finds herself not right for any clique but somehow is muscled into one that she never would have picked on her own: alongside mean girls, sweet girls and weird girls whose only thing in common is how good they sound when they sing together.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           Selena

            
                2hr 7min
                
                English
                
                
                
                Drama, Biography
            
 
           The true story of Selena Quintanilla-Perez, a Texas-born tejano singer who rose from cult status to performing at the Astrodome, as well as having chart-topping albums on the Latin music charts.

         
 
       
 

  
         
           
           The Devil Wears Prada

            
                1hr 49min
                
                English
                
                
                
                Comedy, Drama, Romance
            
 
           A young woman from the Midwest gets more than she bargained for when she moves to New York to become a writer and ends up as the assistant to the tyrannical, larger-than-life editor-in-chief of a major fashion magazine.

         
 
       
 

          
 
          
 
          
 
    
 
   



  
    
      
           Stay Connected1Where available. Available only on WiFi-enabled aircraft. Limited-time offer.

              Keeping you connected to what matters to you–even when you're in the air. Access the portal to enjoy free texting2Texting only allows access to iMessage and WhatsApp (which must be downloaded and activated before connecting to SouthwestWiFi). and $8 Internet.4Internet access for $8 per device from takeoff to landing. Price is subject to change. May not be available for the full duration of flight. In order to provide a top-notch Internet experience, we prohibit access to certain high-bandwidth applications and websites. We also prohibit access to certain obscene or offensive content.

              
                  
                      Free Texting
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                      Keep those texts flying with iMessage and WhatsApp on your personal device. Visit the Texting page in Portal to activate service.

                  


                
                      $8 Internet
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                      Go online to check email, browse social media, or snag a dinner reservation for just $8 (free for our A-List Preferred Members and Business Select Customers) per device from takeoff to landing.

                  [image: Tooltip Icon]Note: In order to provide a better experience, we may prohibit access to certain high-bandwidth applications, websites, and video conferencing services. In consideration of the public environment onboard we may also restrict potentially offensive online content.

                

            

      
 
    
 
  
 
     
                                                                                                                  

    
            
              
                 Enhancing your Inflight Entertainment & Internet Experience

                    
                        The WiFi experience on our planes has been updated. That means less waiting for your Free Movies, faster Free Texting, and $8 Inflight Internet that flies.
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                        Faster data

                        Cat videos and spreadsheets are flying even faster than you are.


                        More bandwidth

                        Our updated network can handle more data at one time.


                        Lower latency

                        Faster access to your files in the cloud.

                    
 
              
 
            
 
    
 
 


    
            
              
                 Frequently Asked Questions

                 Before your flight

                  
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            What entertainment and connectivity does Southwest offer?
                            
                          
                        

                      
 

                      
                        
                          Our Inflight Entertainment Portal1 features a flight tracker, texting2, movies, TV series on demand, and live TV3—all for free! Or purchase Internet4 to browse and stream from popular services for $8 per device from takeoff to landing.


                          Our A-List Preferred Members and Business Select Customers have access to Free Internet. Free Internet may be authorized by A-List Preferred Members and Business Select Customers on up to three devices per flight on their day of travel. A-List Preferred Members who purchase a Business Select Fare may authorize up to six devices per flight on their day of travel.


                          1 Where available. Available only on WiFi-enabled aircraft. Limited-time offer.

                          2 Texting only allows access to iMessage and WhatsApp (which must be downloaded and activated before connecting to SouthwestWiFi).

                          3 Due to licensing restrictions, on WiFi-enabled international flights, free live TV and iHeartRadio may not be available for the full duration of flight.

                          4 Internet access for $8 per device from takeoff to landing. Price is subject to change. May not be available for the full duration of flight. In order to provide a top-notch Internet experience, we prohibit access to certain high-bandwidth applications and websites. We also prohibit access to certain obscene or offensive content.

                        
 
                      
 
                    
 
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            Are there seatback screens? Do you provide a device if I don't have one?
                            
                          
                        

                      
 
                      
                        
                          We do not have seatback screens or devices to rent. All of our entertainment and connectivity options are available on your personal device with no additional downloads required.
                        
 
                      
 
                    
 
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            What about headphones?
                            
                          
                        

                      
 
                      
                        
                          We do not offer headphones onboard. Headphones are required whenever a Customer is listening to any audio.
                        
 
                      
 
                    
 
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            Will I be able to recharge my device onboard?
                            
                          
                        

                      
 

                      
                        
                          We are excited to bring in-seat power to our aircraft beginning this year. Once installed, aircraft will feature USB-A and USB-C ports on each seat back, which are capable of delivering up to 60W of power.


                          Be sure to charge your device before boarding while we work to bring this functionality to all aircraft in our fleet.

                        
 
                      
 
                    
 
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            Is connectivity available on international flights?
                            
                          
                        

                      
 
                      
                        
                          Internet coverage and some services may not be available for the full duration of your flight to or from our international destinations. We'll let you know if or when we may temporarily pause service.
                        
 
                      
 
                    
 
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            What devices can I use?
                            
                          
                        

                      
 
                      
                        
                          Most popular phones, tablets, and notebooks are compatible with our Inflight Entertainment Portal. Check our technical requirements for more details.
                        
 
                      
 
                    
 
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            Is closed captioning available?
                            
                          
                        

                      
 

                      
                        
                          Closed captions are available for movies, TV series, and Live TV when they have been made available by our providers.

                        
 
                      
 
                    
 
                  
 

                  During your flight

                  
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            How do I access Inflight Entertainment and Internet options?
                            
                          
                        

                      
 

                      
                        
                          	Activate airplane mode with WiFi turned on.
	Choose "SouthwestWiFi" from the network list.
	Follow the prompt or visit www.southwestwifi.com in your browser.


                        
 
                      
 
                    
 
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            How do I access Free Internet benefits?
                            
                          
                        

                      
 
                      
                        
                          Our A-List Preferred Members and Business Select Customers have access to Free Internet. From the hamburger menu, select "A-List Preferred & Business Select" to authorize your device using either your Rapid Rewards information or flight confirmation number.

                          Free Internet may be authorized by A-List Preferred Members and Business Select Customers on up to three devices per flight on their day of travel. A-List Preferred Members who purchase a Business Select Fare may authorize up to six devices per flight on their day of travel.

                        
 
                      
 
                    
 
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            When can I use it?
                            
                          
                        

                      
 
                      
                        
                          You can use approved WiFi-enabled devices gate-to-gate, once onboard the aircraft. Please make sure your device is switched to "airplane mode" with "WiFi" turned on once the aircraft doors are closed. Connectivity is available for taxi, takeoff, and landing.

                          Internet connectivity may not be available for the full duration of flights to/from select international destinations.

                        
 
                      
 
                    
 
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            Can I swap my Internet access to a different device?
                            
                          
                        

                      
 

                      
                        
                          On Viasat equipped aircraft you may purchase Internet on one device and then transfer access to a different device. Using the new device, select "Swap Device" in the hamburger menu and follow the prompts to transfer service.


                          This feature is not available on Anuvu equipped aircraft.

                        
 
                      
 
                    
 
                  
 

                  Technical Help

                  
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            What if I'm having trouble connecting to SouthwestWiFi or watching content?
                            
                          
                        

                      
 

                      
                        
                          We're sorry to hear that there were some bumps along the way. Please confirm that your device meets the minimum requirements for the Inflight Entertainment Portal. Southwest is unable to provide technical support, but you may email us by visiting the Southwest Help Center to report any problems you had with your onboard experience.

                          Please note that utilizing privacy browser modes or VPN functionality (such as Apple Private Relay) may impact product availability. You may also try resetting your browsing data according to the manufacturer's instructions for a smoother experience.

                        
 
                      
 
                    
 
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            VPN, Apple Private Relay, and other privacy functions
                            
                          
                        

                      
 
                      
                        
                          Using certain privacy functionality, including the use of VPNs like Apple Private Relay, may prevent some features from operating as expected. Please consider disabling these functions to better enjoy your inflight entertainment experience.

                        
 
                      
 
                    
 
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            What payment method can I use to purchase Internet access on Southwest flights?
                            
                          
                        

                      
 
                      
                        
                          We accept the following payment options:

                          	Credit Card
	PayPal
	Apple Pay
	Venmo


                        
 
                      
 
                    
 
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            I had trouble with $8 Internet. Can I be refunded?
                            
                          
                        

                      
 

                      
                        
                          We're sorry to hear that there were some bumps along the way. If you need help with your purchase please email us by visiting the Southwest Help Center.

                        
 
                      
 
                    
 
                    
                      
                        
                          
                            What kind of device do I need?
                            
                          
                        

                      
 

                      
                        
                          The Inflight Entertainment Portal is supported on devices that meet the minimum requirements below. Browser support is limited to most recent version in addition to one previous version. Other devices and browsers may provide limited functionality.

                          Please note that utilizing privacy browser modes or VPN functionality (such as Apple Private Relay) may impact product availability.

                          	
                            Live TV

                            
	
                            Device

                            	
                            Operating System

                            	
                            Browsers

                            
	
                            iPhone

                            	
                            iOS 14.0+

                            	
                            Google Chrome, Apple Safari

                            
	
                            iPad

                            	
                            iPadOS 14.0+

                            	
                            Google Chrome, Apple Safari

                            
	
                            Android

                            	
                            Android 9.0+

                            	
                            Google Chrome

                            
	
                            Mac

                            	
                            MacOS 10.14+

                            	
                            Google Chrome, Apple Safari

                            
	
                            Windows PC

                            	
                            Windows 10+

                            	
                            Google Chrome & Microsoft Edge

                            
	 	 	 
	
                            Movies & On-Demand TV

                            
	
                            Device

                            	
                            Operating System

                            	
                            Browsers

                            
	
                            iPhone

                            	
                            iOS 14.0+

                            	
                            Apple Safari

                            
	
                            iPad

                            	
                            iPadOS 14.0+

                            	
                            Apple Safari

                            
	
                            Android

                            	
                            Android 9.0+

                            	
                            Google Chrome

                            
	
                            Mac

                            	
                            MacOS 10.14+

                            	
                            Google Chrome, Apple Safari

                            
	
                            Windows PC

                            	
                            Windows 10+

                            	
                            Google Chrome, Microsoft Edge

                            
	 	 	 
	
                            Music

                            
	
                            Device

                            	
                            Operating System

                            	
                            Browsers

                            
	
                            iPhone

                            	
                            iOS 14.0+

                            	
                            Google Chrome, Apple Safari

                            
	
                            iPad

                            	
                            iPadOS 14.0+

                            	
                            Google Chrome, Apple Safari

                            
	
                            Android

                            	
                            Android 9.0+

                            	
                            Google Chrome

                            
	
                            Mac

                            	
                            MacOS 10.14+

                            	
                            Google Chrome, Apple Safari

                            
	
                            Windows PC

                            	
                            Windows 10+

                            	
                            Google Chrome, Microsoft Edge

                            


                        
 
                      
 
                    
 
                  
 
              
 
            
 
    
 
                                                                           
    

  
    
      
          1 Where available. Available only on WiFi-enabled aircraft. Limited-time offer.

          2 Texting only allows access to iMessage and WhatsApp (which must be downloaded and activated before connecting to SouthwestWiFi).

          3 Due to licensing restrictions, on WiFi-enabled international flights, free live TV and iHeartRadio may not be available for the full duration of flight.

        4 Internet access for $8 per device from takeoff to landing. Price is subject to change. May not be available for the full duration of flight. In order to provide a top-notch Internet experience, we prohibit access to certain high-bandwidth applications and websites. We also prohibit access to certain obscene or offensive content.
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